Publication Support

For Academic and Scientific Research Paper publication support

Pubrica offers professional publication support services for publishers and authors representing academic, medical device, pharmaceutical industries and evidence-based policymakers. The research paper needs to be published or disseminated to become a part of the body of knowledge in its field of study. Only when it is published, can a paper be deemed authentic within the scientific community. However, getting it published in a peer-reviewed journal is hard work, as demands one’s labour, time, and effort as writing.

Your manuscript needs to impress top editors before it gets published in a decent or a high-impact journal. Hence, it is wise to get assistance from Journal publication support services. But finding the right support service for your manuscript needs research on its own. The effective way to identify an excellent scientific paper publication service is to approach and check their service. Most of these service providers will keep you in the dark about the process.

At Pubrica, we provide an excellent scientific publication service and research paper publication support, and you can directly engage with our experts at all stages of the publication process. Our expert panellists will review your manuscript and provide constructive comments (e.g. improper review of literature, an inadequate statement of the hypothesis, contradictions in the manuscript, plagiarism) so that you can improve your manuscript before submission to the journal of your choice. We also assign experts for each field depending on the paper. Like, medical paper publication support is handled by experts in the field. The subject experts will work with you to determine the most suitable journals, assist in manuscript editing before submission, carry out a technical review, and provide post-submission support wherever necessary.
Authoring your research paper into a publishable manuscript.

At Pubrica, we translate your scientific writing to a publishable manuscript. We guide you through the entire life cycle for academic, scientific, and medical publication content.

We offer a team of 200+ professionals and editors in Science, Technology, and Management (STEM) and offer end-to-end support from manuscript selection to citation booster.

We assist in publishing your manuscript in peer-reviewed journals, develop illustrations, create, video presentations, case studies, and scenario-based learning (end-to-end support).

We ensure your content is succinct, structured, and cohesive by following ICMJE (International Committee of Medical Journal Editors).

We select, review, prepare, submit your manuscript and respond to editorial comments.

Publication Support offers

> Journal Selection
> Manuscript submission
> Response to reviewer & re-Submission
> Peer review & Pre-submission
> Manuscript artwork preparation
> Manuscript veracity check

Service we offer

> Journal Selection
> Journal Submission
> Response to reviewer
> Peer review

> Artwork Preparation
> Formatting Services
> Plagiarism Service
> Video Abstract
> Poster Preparation

Pubrica Offerings

Pubrica offers you complete publishing support across a variety of publications, journals, and books. You can now morph your concepts into incisive reports with our array of writing services: regulatory writing, Clinical Report Forms (CRF), biostatistics, manuscripts, business writing, physician reports, medical writing and more. Experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), and pundits with therapeutic repertoire. Publishing that medical paper or getting a regulatory drug approval is now easy. Save time and money through Pubrica’s support.
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- Editing Services
- Publication Support
- Physician Writing
- Scientific Communication
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- For Authors
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Pubrica Scientific Writing & Publication offers comprehensive medical, scientific, technical, and business writing services. We offer an array of writing services: manuscript writing, regulatory writing, Clinical Report Form (CRF) writing, biostatistical report writing, academic and business writing, physician writing, medical writing and more. Subject-Matter Experts (SMEs) in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM), and pundits with therapeutic repertoire. Publishing that medical paper or getting a regulatory drug approval is now easy. We assist you in every phase of your project.